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1. Title of the Practice: 

Use of G-Suit for Education for Online Teaching-Learning 

2. Objective of the Practice: 

dt. : 

To conduct smooth and handy teaching-learning through online mode, G-suit for education powered by Google 
Inc. is used. The spirit is to cater for better online communication and learning environment This platform is 
suitable to use for any age group of stakeholders. 

3. The Context: 

During pandemic a lot online teaching applications emerges but they are not handy to the needs of our students. 
Our college goes for G-Suit for education for free but some technical issues delay the subscription process. After 
through process Google provide us to use and access G-suit for Education. 

4. The Practice: 

Our college uses Google Classroom as the medium of online teaching process. Most of the departments 
successfully run the programme over the semesters. But for a few departments using Classroom is a constraint 
as they lack the digital literacy. With collaborative effort, the college designs that for first-hand online 
communication WhatsApp can be used and thus semester wise and course wise different WhatsApp groups have 
been created. For face to face communication Google Meet has been widely used. It is decided, that students shall 
get maximum two Google Meet class per day. Google Mail has been used for assignment submission and Google 
Form has been used for taking feedbacks. The cost of data is a constraint in this part of the country while using 
online teaching platforms. 

5. Evidence of Success: 

Google meet is the most popular platform other than Google Classroom. During pandemic, online class rou tines 
has been prepared for the students. Both Honours and Programme Course classes are scheduled in Google meet, 
the recording and screenshots of the classes have been sent to the Principal of the college for the reporting of the 
West Bengal Higher Education Department 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

The main problem is the internet connectivity problem and unavailability of adequate computers in the college 
premise. Teachers are likely using their own hand device to be connected with the students. As the internet 
connectivity and signals are very poor, the online classes get hampered. 

7. Notes (Optional): 
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Best Practices - 2 

1. Title of the Practice: 

Creation of Study Materials and their Access to the Students 

2. Objective of the Practice: 

The objective is to reach the students with adequate study resources in online mode during pandemic. 

3. The Context: 

As the students cannot access the library physically as well the regular classroom teaching, all the 
teachers of various departments are asked to create topic wise study materials that could help 
students in their study. These study materials are uploaded in our college website. 

4. The Practice: 

All the departments are asked to create semester-wise and topic-wise study materials and upload in 
the departmental web pages of our college website. Those departments using Google Classroom also 
provide the study materials through Google Classroom. The Library also creates a separate website for 
semester wise available open e-resources over the internet and makes it available through library web 
page. 

5. Evidence of Success: 

Students at large number are very much satisfied with the study materials and e-resources as they use 
digital platform as a medium of study. Since teacher and students cannot meet face to face, these 
materials help them to prepare for their examinations. Thus the rate of progress is evident form the 
result of university semester examinations. 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

Initially it was very difficult to reach a large number of students with these study materials through 
WhatsApp as most of the students' phone numbers were unavailable. Then the technical sub-
committee of the college was instructed to resolve the problem. The committee had created 
departmental profile in the college website and uploaded the study materials which were created by 
different departments. 

7. Notes (Optional): 


